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"Glossii's hard-hitting riffs and "full-steam-ahead rhythm" have got people 
talking…” -  Diva Magazine 

South London four-piece Glossii, are preparing to unveil their swaggering new single, Runaway Rockaway, due for 
release on 5th September 2018 via Big Indie Records. 

Fusing a multitude of genres spanning post-punk, alt.rock, disco punk and garage punk, Glossii embody the 
rebellious zeitgeist of 90’s and early 00’s female fronted rock bands. Speaking to Diva Magazine, Glossii stated that 
"...we want to excite, invigorate, and bring out the raging passion in people…”, a sentiment that can be clearly heard 
on their vibrant new single. 

Runaway Rockaway opens in a flurry of convulsing drum beats as the charismatic, distorted vocals of flamboyant 
singer Sofia Zanghirella take centre stage, skilfully blended together by an impressively dynamic rhythm section. 
Propelling forward at break neck speed, the track culminates in a swirl of energy; a fitting end to just over three 
minutes worth of raucous soundscapes. Glossii will support the release with a live performance at DIY Presents Big 
Indie Big Nights at Two Tribes Brewing on September 12th, with free tickets available on the Eventbrite website. 

Proud members of the LGBTQ+ scene, who in turn, have been ardent supporters of the band, Glossii were formed in 
2017 by Charlie Lock (bass) and Lewis Smith (guitar), along with the aforementioned Sofia Zanghirella, with the 
band completing their line-up with the addition of Reuben Rost (drums). Despite being in their infancy, the Glossii 
have found immediate success having already performed at Camden Rocks Festival, supported HMLTD, as well as 
gaining support from the likes of Diva Magazine, BBC Introducing and Amazing Radio. 

Runaway Rockaway is out on 5th September 2018 via Big Indie Records. 
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